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SUBSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERACTING LIFTING
SURFACES WITH SEPARATED FLOW AROUND SHARP EDGES
PREDICTED BY A VORTEX-LATTICE METHOD
John E. Lamar and Blair B. Gloss
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
Because the potential flow suction along the leading and side edges of a planform
can be used to determine both leading- and side-edge vortex lift, the present investiga-
tion was undertaken to apply the vortex-lattice method to computing side-edge suction
force for both isolated and interacting planforms. Although there is a small effect of
bound vortex sweep on the computation of the side-edge suction force, the results
obtained for a number of different isolated planforms produced acceptable agreement
with results obtained from an application of the suction analogy to a method employing
continuous induced-velocity distributions. The computed side-edge suction results gen-
erally remained within 1 percent of the converged ones for 6 singularities chordwise at
each of 20 spanwise locations.
The lift characteristics obtained from the present method for several isolated
wings agreed as closely with experimental data as did those obtained from the method
employing continuous induced-velocity distributions. In addition, by using the method
outlined in this report, better agreement between theory and experiment was noted for a
wing in the presence of a canard than had previously been obtained.
INTRODUCTION
The development of methods for predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of air-
craft, which during portions of their flight envelopes, develop separated flow with reat-
tachment around the leading and side edges of the wing, has been the subject of studies
for many years and has had varying degrees of success. Polhamus in references 1, 2,
and 3 provided a method by which the effects of separated flow around a sharp leading
edge on lift and drag could be estimated by an analogy that relates these forces to the
attached flow leading-edge suction force. Hence, current lifting-surface computer pro-
grams which estimate leading-edge suction are useful in predicting the leading-edge sep-
aration effects on the forces.
The effects of side-edge separation on the aerodynamic characteristics have been
estimated by determining the attached flow side force and then employing a "suction
analogy" similar to that used at the leading edge. This concept was developed and cor-
related with experiment and other methods in reference 4. The procedure employed in
reference 4 is based on a modified Multhopp method which is outlined in reference 5.
The technique of reference 4 is well suited to single, isolated planforms. However,
for lifting planforms in combinations or for flat body-wing configurations, the vortex-
lattice method (i.e., ref. 6) is better suited because its elemental panel representation
provides a straightforward extension to the more complex configurations.
This paper is concerned with the extension of the vortex-lattice method of refer-
ence 6 to the computation of the attached flow side force. Others have published similar
work recently (refs. 7, 8, and 9, for example) but they do not provide comparisons of
alternate paneling arrangements or convergence studies with their analyses. Thus, the
purposes of this paper are (1) to provide comparisons of alternate paneling arrangements,
(2) to provide convergence studies, (3) to provide the details of side-force and pitching-
moment computation, and (4) to present comparisons between experimental and theoreti-
cal results for single planform configurations and interacting planform configurations.
The program changes made in Langley computer program A2794 since the publica-
tion of reference 6 are discussed in appendix A. These changes include corrections,
improvements, and the additions relating the the side-edge-suction computations. In
addition, input and output data for a sample case are presented in appendix B, and a list-




C D drag coefficient, Drag
qooSref
C D,o experimental value of drag coefficient at C L = 0




pitching-moment coefficient about Y axis, Pitching moment
qooSrefCref
hCm,i
contribution to pitching-moment coefficient from vortex system operating on
an elemental panel
CN normal-force coefficient, qooSref
CS total leading-edge suction-force coefficient,
2(Leading-edge suction force on one panel)
qooSref
Cy, se
twice total side-edge-suction-force coefficient of one wing panel,
N/2
2(Side force along side edge on one wing panel) = 2 _ (aCy, se)i
q_oSref i= 1





contribution to side force from ith elemental panel
aC N
np = 0(sin ot cos _)
ac S




length of trailing filament between adjacent chordwise horseshoe vortices




















total number of horseshoe vortices that contribute to the side-edge suction
force
number of elemental panels in chordwise row





axis system of a given horseshoe vortex (see fig. 1)
body-axis system for planform input (see fig. 1)
distance along X- and Y-axis, respectively
moment reference point (taken to be zero herein)
distance along tip chord to centroid of side-edge force
chordwise distance from midpoint of particular vortex filament to moment
reference point
angle of attack, deg
=_/-1 _M 2
vortex strength
chordwise sum of vortex strengths to a particular elemental panel, _F (see
fig. 1)



















v/e vortex effectat leading edge
vse vortex effect at side edge
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
The attached flow side force is developed in accordance with the Kutta-Joukowski
law for forces generated by a vortex filament. Figure 1 shows vortex filaments which
have a streamwise component interacting with the net downwash at the filament midpoint
to produce an elemental side force. The net side force on an elemental panel due to a
swept horseshoe vortex system on the left wing panel is
tan @ i
andthe contribution to the side-force coefficient is
(ACy,se) - 2 _--_I(-_-_)/L-(-_-_)/R] ltan_[ FIWB-(_)A/_i Sref + tan @ U\--U'- i
(z)
(2)
The side force is of order ot2, which is appropriate since it is associated with
edge suction. If the trigonometric terms were retained, the side force is actually a
function of sin 2 _ since the _ term is really a sin _ term and F/U, F'/U, and
w/U are all proportional to sin _ for the wind and body axes coincident. Hence,
Kv,s e can be formulates as




For small _ the sin _ _ _ which, for numerical purposes, is taken to be 1 radian in
equations (2) and (3) and leads to
N/2
Kv,se = 2 _ (ACy, se) i
i=l




CL,to t =% sin a cos
CL,v/e CL,vse
[sin ot I sin el cos+ Kv,/e lsin _l sin ot cos ot +rKv,se
For planforms having sharp edges, the drag coefficient can be written as
CD = CD,o + CL,to t tan
(5)
In the numerical determination of the side force, it is realized that computational
time savings could be made with the utilization of a swept horseshoe vortex system. The
savings are due to the vortex filament length and the net downwash associated with the
right trailing filament of a swept horseshoe vortex being the same as those for the left
trailing filament on the adjoining inboard swept horseshoe vortex. However, the swept
bound vortex may lead to local and overall errors in the side force, just as it did for
leading-edge thrust 1 (ref. 10). This potential problem will be investigated although it
should be less serious than that for thrust because in the side-force computation, the
bound vortex interaction with the net downwash at its midpoint will only contribute a por-
tion to the total side force, rather than the entire result.
To assess the importance of the inclusion of the swept bound vortex, numerical
studies are presented in the next section. They are based on paneling the wing in vari-
ous ways to emphasize the influence of the bound vortex differently.
The pitching-moment contribution about the Y-axis associated with the side _edge-
suction force is determined from each elemental horseshoe vortex by
__'I _ 'tan _' FIW_B c_lA/ Axt31F' _ _)lL Ax h Ax - -ACm'i = Sref Cref i
The sign of each term is chosen with the realization that the overall rotation of the
trailing flow field on the left wing panel is clockwise as viewed from the rear. This
rotation causes the vortex elements behind the moment reference point to contribute a
noseup moment if associated with the left trailing leg or a sweptback bound vortex and a
nosedown moment for the vortex elements associated with the right trailing leg (fig. 1).
The total pitching moment is obtained by using the following expression:
Cm,p Cm,v/e Cm,vs e = ACm, Isin _I sin c_
i=l
.... _ _ _ _ r ...... _._I__. _
F- _ ----z , r -- _ xc)se _
Cm,to t = Kp sin ce cos _ Xc'p Xc'/e Isin _1 sin _ ---+ Kv,/e Isin _1 sin _ _ + Kv,seCref Cref Cref
when the particular Ec-terms equal Xref - Xc,].
Only those horseshoe vortices or portions thereof whichwould intersect the side
edge if they were projected laterally to the local spanwise extent of the planform (those
1The leading'edge thrust problem and the program changes made to correct it are
described in appendix A.
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that do so are said to directly opposethe side edge)are included in the summationfor
the side force andpitching moment. This procedure is the sameas that usedfor com-
puting the leading-edgethrust, where all the distributed thrust along the chord is pro-
jected forward and assumedto act at the leading edge. Onereasonfor computingthe
side-edge suction force in this manner, rather thanwith the methodpresented in refer-
ence 8, is that, in the application of the methodof reference 8 to a croppeddiamondwing,
the entire side-edgesuction force wouldbe calculated over a wing panelwith the only
reduction coming from the removal of the contribution from the leading-edgesuction.
This retains the contribution to the side force from the aft part of the croppeddelta wing
from which no edgeforce is expected.
NUMERICAL STUDIES
Panel Arrangements
Table I presents a comparison of Kv,se and the side-edgeload centroid obtained
by four different methodsfor the three wing planforms presented in figure 2. Method 1
is the continuousloading methodof reference 4 andthe results of this methodare taken
to be the standard. Method2 is the present method,which was described previously.
Method3 is the sameas method 2 excepteachplanform is consideredas two wings (the
dashedlines in fig. 2 showbreak lines) and the side-edge suction force is computedonly
on the aft wing. Method4 is the vortex-lattice methoddescribed in reference 7 with the
results beingsupplied by R. G. Bradley of General Dynamics Corp.
The layout of the boundvortices directly opposingthe side edgeof a wing tip will
have less sweepfor method3 than for method2 becausemethod3 panels the wing as two
planforms. In fact the croppeddelta wing is a special case for method3 since the bound
vortices inboard of the wing tip haveno sweep. By comparison, the results of method3
agreedmore closely with the continuousinduced-velocity approachof reference 4
(method1) than the results of method 2. The results from method3 for the croppeddelta
wing agreed closest with method1. This agreement indicates that there is aneffect of
boundvortex sweepon Kv,se; however, the maximum difference betweenthe results of
method2 andthoseof method 1 for the configurations shownin table I was only about
4 percent for Kv,se and about4 percent for the centroid location. The table also shows
that the results of method4 (ref. 7) are somewhathigher than those of method 1.
In aneffort to study further the effect of boundvortex sweepangleon Kv,se and
its chordwise centroid, results were obtainedfor a rectangular wing shearedto various
sweepangles; these results are presented in table II. The reason for selecting this type
of planform was to provide a critical evaluation of method2, since the boundvortex sweep
angleswill all be (1) the same, (2) maximum for the planform, and (3) equal to that of the
leading edge. For any other simple planform, discountingthosewith reversed taper, the
boundvortex sweepangleswould becomeless positive the closer the vortices are located
to the trailing edge. Increasing the leading-edgesweepangle in this manner leads to a
reducednumber of horseshoevortices that directly opposethe side edgeand that can
makea contribution to side force or its moment. Table II showsthat, in general, the
Kv,se values and chordwise centroid locations of method2 are smaller and more for-
ward, respectively, than thoseof method 1. The maximum percent errors are 9.4 for
Kv,se and 9.8 for Ax/ct in terms of ct. The highest sweepangle reported in this
study was 75° becausefor higher sweepanglesmethod 1was unableto determine a suit-
able control point pattern to insure a valid logarithmic singular correction.
Method2 is chosenin this paper as the methodto be used in subsequentcalculations
andwill be designatedas present methodbecauseit allows the analysis of two wings in
the presence of eachother (for example, a canard-wing configuration), whereas method3
doesnot. Another reason is that the values of Kv,se presented in table I, as deter-
minedby the four methods,have only small differences andthe effect on the total lift
answer would amountto less thana 4-percent maximum error for angles of attack up to
30 ° .
Table HI presents a comparison of Kp, Kv,/e , and Kv,se as computed by the
present method and method 1 (ref. 4) for several different aspect-ratio rectangular wings
and the three wing planforms shown in figure 2. There is seen to be good agreement
between the two methods. As the aspect ratio for the rectangular wings approaches zero,
Kv,se is less than _ for the present method and greater than 7r for method 1. Ref-
erence 4 shows for rectangular wings that as /_A approaches zero, the theoretical value
of Kv, se should approach _.
Values of Nc and Ns of 6 and 25, respectively, were used in obtaining the results
in table ]:[I because a preliminary investigation indicated this combination to be adequate.
Subsequently, a convergence study was undertaken to determine the minimum require-
ments of Nc and Ns. The results of this study are discussed in a subsequent section.
Effect of Nc and N s
The effect of varying Nc and Ns on Kv, se and _x/ct is examined herein.
The solutions are from the present method and are presented in figures 3 and 4 for iso-
lated planforms. For most of the wings considered in figures 3 and 4, there are many
combinations of Nc and Ns which will yield results within 1 percent of what appears_
to be the converged values of Kv, se and Ax/c t. In particular the pattern for N c = 6
and Ns = 20 gives good agreement with the converged result except for the wing with
A = 3.5 and A = 75 o. The vortex-lattice representation for this wing does not provide
enough vortices that oppose the side edge for a converged result to be determined with
method2. This pattern is seen to be larger than the pattern for Nc = 4 and Ns = 20,
which was determined in reference 6 to be generally adequate to yield acceptable
aCm/SC L solutions.
CORRELATION WITH EXPERIMENT
Figures 5 to 8 present the comparison of the theoretical results obtained by the
present method with experimental data obtained from reference 4 for flat rectangular
wings with sharp leading and side edges. These wings had aspect ratios of 0.20, 0.40,
1.00, and 3.00. Also, the comparison of theoretical results (present method) with exper-
imental results (ref. 4) for the three swept wings presented in figure 2 is shown in fig-
ures 9 to 11. Since the values of Kv, se and its chordwise centroid obtained by
methods 1 and 2 and reported in table III closely agree, the theoretical results obtained
by using the present method should agree as well with the experimental data as did the
results of method 1 (ref. 4). As pointed out in reference 4, the reason for the disagree-
ment between experiment and theory shown in figures 9 and 11 is that sweptback wings
which have large amounts of area behind the point of maximum span develop lift values
in excess of those predicted because of the additional induced effects associated with the
actual shed-vortex system. These additional induced effects are the leading-edge vortex
acting along the side edge and over the trailing triangular portion of a cropped diamond
wing.
Figures 12 to 14 present a comparison of experimental lift (ref. 9) with the present
theoretical lift on a wing in the presence of a canard for three different canard configu-
rations: (1) in the wing chord plane, (2) above the wing chord plane, and (3) above the
wing chord plane with 18.6o of anhedral. (Only the lift on the portion of the model drawn
with solid lines in the sketches in figs. 12 to 14 is plotted.) The addition of the side-edge
vortex lift gives better agreement between theory and experiment as compared with that
shown in reference 11 for these particular models at angles of attack up to wing stall.
The theoretical results presented in reference 11 are replotted in figures 12 to 14 as
short dashed lines. It should be noted that the canard data are not presented in this report
since the experimental data of reference 11 indicated the canard did not develop full
leading-edge vortex lift.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Because the potential flow suction along the leading and side edges of a planform
can be used to determine both leading- and side-edge vortex lift, the present investiga-
tion was undertaken to apply the vortex-lattice method to computing side-edge suction
force for isolated or interacting planforms. Although there is a small effect of bound
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vortex sweepon the computationof the side-edge suction force, the results obtainedfor a
number of different isolated planforms produced acceptableagreementwith results
obtainedfrom a methodemploying continuous induced-velocity distributions. The com-
puted side-edge suction results generally remained within 1 percent of the converged ones
for 6 singularities chordwise at each of 20 spanwise locations.
The lift characteristics obtained from the present method for several isolated
wings agreed as closely with experimental data as did those obtained from the method
employing continuous induced-velocity distributions. In addition, by using the method
outlined in this report, better agreement between theory and experiment was noted for a
wing in the presence of a canard than had previously been obtained.
Langley Research Center





CHANGES, IMPROVEMENTS, AND ADDITIONS TO
LANGLEY COMPUTER PROGRAM A2794
The purpose of this appendix is to describe in some detail the changes, improve-
ments, and additions to Langley computer program A2794 of reference 6.
Changes to the input cards of the computer program presented in reference 6 are
as follows:
(1) On the configuration card an additional field of 5 has been added (columns 66
to 70) and has a specification of FS.1. This field is used to obtain entry into the tip-
suction overlay. By putting a 1. in this field, a tip-suction computation will be made.
If this option is not required, the field can be left blank or a 0. put in it.
(2) With the 1. specified in change (1), it is necessary to provide another input data
card with a format of 4F10.5. This card contains the limits of "_-integration" over
which the leading-edge suction distribution is to be integrate0. Normally these limits
would be the plane of symmetry (0.) and the left wing tip (-b/2); however, others could be
used. Four fields are provided for the two planforms since each planform would need a
beginning (inboard) and ending (outboard) _-location. The order is for the first planform
beginning and ending y-limits followed by the second planform y-limits. This card then
becomes the last card of the input deck for a configuration.
(3) With the 1. specified in change (1) and SCW specified as 0. the numbers in
TBLSCW(I) must be the same on a given planform but can change with planform in order
for the program to function properly. This restriction was placed on TBLSCW(I) to save
computer execution time.
(4) With the 1. specified in change (1), SCW or TBLSCW(I) must be larger than 1.
Program Improvements
Improvements to the vortex-lattice computer program presented in reference 6 are
detailed below. A listing of the complete revised computer program is presented in
appendix B.
Since the leading-edge thrust and its distribution are obtained by the difference
between Lift × _ and induced drag on an overall and local basis, improvements in the
accuracy of these terms would yield necessarily more accurate thrust results. Refer-
ence 6 has determined ranges of Nc and Ns required for the convergence of lift for a
wide assortment of planforms. A similar study for the near-field induced drag found
convergence but not to the far-field values. Reference 10 relates this problem to the
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APPENDIX A
violation of the Munk stagger theorem (ref. 12) in two regards: The induced drag asso-
ciated with the induced velocity from the bound vortices and from the near-field limit of
the trailing vortices should sum to zero, and the bound vortices should be of uniform
length.
To implement those ideas, a new overlay was developed (OVERLAY 4) to take the
set of F/U already determined in OVERLAY 2 along with the original vortex lattice in
OVERLAY 1 and to repanel the wing with a network of unswept horseshoe vortices of
equal spacing whose values of F/U were determined by interpolation. It is with this
setup that the near-field induced drag is now determined.
OVERLAY 5
The side-force computation is performed in OVERLAY 5 as outlined in the section
of this paper entitled "Theoretical Development." Coplanar wings which have an unswept
leading edge on the second wing require special attention in the computation of side force
and pitching moment at the leading-edge region of the second wing. The side force act-
ing on the trailing vortex filaments of the first wing which intersect the leading edge of
the second wing is computed between lines A-A and B-B (shown in sketch (a)) of the sec-










OVERLAY 5 computes Kv,/e by integrating the local leading-edge suction over
the desired portion of the configuration to obtain the total leading-edge suction coeffi-
cient C S. This was done to allow the program user the flexibility of choosing the
leading-edge region of the wing over which vortex lift is assumed to exist. By making
the small angle of attack approximation, which is done throughout the potential flow part




The values of Kp and Kv,/e computed by this program in the manner outlined are
appropriate only for untwisted or uncambered lifting surfaces. The lift and pitching-
moment coefficients are then computed by using the expressions found in reference 4.
The side-force computation on planforms with dihedral is performed in a manner sim-
liar to that for planforms with no dihedral. For reliable side-edge loading results the





Input data, the sketch, and output data for a sample casewith a canard-body-wing
combination are presented in this appendix. The canardshownhas 18.6° anhedral, and
the leading-edgesuction is integrated from the body-wing andbody-canard intersections
to the respective tips.








CLVSE Kv, se Is TM_f sin _ cos
CMP 2 pitching-moment coefficient due to CL, p
CMVLE 2 pitching-moment coefficient due to CL,v/e
CMVSE 2 pitching-moment coefficient due to CL,vs e
CM 2 total pitching moment
CD CL,to t tan
CL**2/(PI*AR) (CL,tot)2/nA
2Reference point is the origin of the X, Y, Z axis system.
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APPENDIX B
Sample Input Data and Sketch
C O L U M N _lU M B E m & FOR I N P U T D A T A
0000000001111 l l l 1112222272227333333333344_4_%444_5555555555666666666677777777778
1234567890123456789012345678Q012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
GROUP ONE DATA
2. I. 9.1756 159.9969&
I0. 0. 0. -1.69
0.0 0.0 0,0 1.
-1.Z -.55 O. 1.
-2.2 -.9 n. I.
-3.2 -1.2 O. 1.
-4.2 -l._ 0. 1.
-5. -1.5 O. 1.
-II.65 -1.5 -18._ I.
-18.60 -6.51 0. 1.
-20.00 -6.51 -18._ 1.
-18.85 -1.5 0. 1.
-18.85 0.0
7. O. O, 0.0
-18.85 0.0 o. I.
-18.85 -1.5 O. 1.
-20.4 -1.5 O. 1.
-28,7 -10. o. 1.
-30.9 -10. O. 1,
-32.2 -1.5 O. I.
-38. -1.5 n. 1.
-38. 0.0
GROUP TWO DATA
1. 6. 13. .30 i. O. O. O,








FIRST REFERENCE PLANFORM HAS LO CURVES
HEIGHT = -I,69000 VARIABLE SWEEP PIVOT POSITION X(SI =
BREAK POINTS FOR THE REFERENCE PLANFORM
POINT X Y SWEEP DIHEDRAL
REF REF ANGLE ANGLE
L O, O000O O, OOO00 65.376_ 0,00030
2 -l. ZO000 -,55000 70.70995 O. O00OO
3 -2. Z0000 -.90000 73.30076 O. O00DO
-3.2_000 -i.2OOOO T7°59Z58 0.00000
5 -4.20000 -L.C/OOO 8_°28961 0°00000
6 -5.00000 -L.50000 90.00000 0.00000
T -II.65000 -1.50000 54°21355 -18.62000
d -t8,.60300 -6.5i_0 90.00000 0.00000
9 -20.00000 -6.51000 L2.92T1B -L8.62000



















SECOND REFERENCE PLANFORM HAS 7 CURVES
_EIGHT = 0.)})00 VARIABLE SWEEP PIVOT POSITION XISI =
BREAK POINTS FOR THE REFERENCE PLANFORM
POINT X Y SWEEP DIHEDRAL
REF REF ANGLE ANGLE
i -18.8_000 O.O0000 O. O00OO 0.00000
2 -18.d5000 -1.50000 90.00000 0.00000
-20._)003 -1.50000 66.31T9_ O. O0000
-28.70000 -lO.O00OO 90.00000 0.00000
5 -30.90903 -I0.000_0 -8.69550 0.00000
6 -32.20000 -1°50000 90.00000 OoO0000



































































L IS SWEPT b5.376_ DEGREES. ON ,PLANFORM [
I IS SWEPT 0°00000 DEGREES ON PLANFORM 2
BREAK POINTS FOR THIS CONFIGURATION
L SWEEP DIHEDRAL MOVE
ANGLE ANGLE CODE
0°00000 -t.69000 65.376_ 0.00000 l
-.55000 -t.bgO00 70°70995 0.00000 l
-.90000 -[°69000 73°30076 0°00000 1
-L.ZO000 -1°69000 77.59258 0°00000 1
-1.42000 -t.6900U 84. Z89_I 0.00000 l
-L.50000 -L.69000 90°00000 0°00000 l
-1.5_000 -[.69000 5_.Zl355 -18.6Z000 l
-6o51000 -.00200 90.00000 0°00000 I
-6.51300 --00200 12.9Z178 -[8. bZ000 l
-[.50000 -[°69000 0.00000 0.00000 [
0°00000 -l°b9000
SECOND PLANFORM fREAK POINTS
0.00000 0°00000 0°00000 0.00000 [
-.55000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 [
-.90000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1
-L.20000 0°00000 0°00000 0.00000 I
-1°_2000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 L
-1°50000 0.03000 90.00000 O. OOO00 I
-l.5000O 0.,0000_ _.31194 0.00000 L
-6°51000 0.03000 _.3179% 0.00000 l
-10o00000 0.00000 90.00000 0°00000
-L0°00000 0°!00000 -8.69550 O. OOO00 l
-L-50000 0.00000 90.00000 0.00000 I
-1.50000 0.00000 0°00000 0.00000 I
0.000,00 0.00000
>











































































STATLC LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS ARE COMPUTED



































-.12@8| .38_6Z 53.Z&6@& -18.62000
-.L2@81 .38@62 @8.8930h -18.62000
-.12_8/ ,3O&6Z &3,62&23 -18.62000
-,[2&81 ,38662 3T,2_015 -18.6L000
-.12_81 ,38_62 29.56186 -18.62000
-,IZ&81 ,38&62 Z0,518&_ -18,62000
--.370_1 ,38&62 53.2&b&_ -18,62000
-.3TO_I ,38_62 &8,89306 -18.62000
-,370&l ,38&62 &3,bZ&23 -18,62000
-,37061 ,38&62 37.26015 -18,62000
-o3TO_l .38&62 29.561&6 -18.62000
-._/O&l °38&62 20.518_ -18.62000
-.61&02 .38&62 53. Z_6_& -18.62000
-.61602 .38&62 _8.89306 -ld.62000
-.61602 ,38&62 _3,62&23 -18.62000
-.61602 .38662 3T.2_015 -18.62003
-,61602 ,38&62 29.56186 -18,62000
-.blbO2 .38_62 20.518_ -18.62000
-.86163 ,38@62 53,2_6_& -18.62000
-.86163 ,38&62 _8.89306 -18,62000
-,86163 ,38&62 _3.62_23 -18.62000
-.86163 ..38&&2 37,2&015 -18.62000
-.86k63 .38&62 29.56186 -18,62000
.... .86163 ,38_62 ZO.SIS&_ -18,62000
-1.1072_ .38_b2 53.2_6_ -18.62000
-L.LO7Z_ ,38_62 _8.89306 -18.62000
-1.1072& ,38;62 _3.62_23 -18.62000
-L.lOT2_ ,38_62 3T,2_015 -18,62000
-l.1012_ ,38_62 29.56186 -18.62300
-[.LOT2& .38_62 20,5186_ -18.62000
-1,3528_ ,38662 ' 53.2_6&_ -La.b200O
-1,3528_ ,38&62 &8.89300 -18.62000
-[.35Z8& .38&62 _3,62_23 -18,62000
LOCAL ALPHA DELTA CP AT DESIRED

























































































































































































































































































































































-28.63620 -28.65373 -9.61538 0.00000 -38662 62.90675 0.00000 0°00000 6.030[5
-28.87327 -29.09280 -9.61538 O. 00000 .38662 36.56697 0.00000 0-00000 1.56306
-29.31233 -29.53186 -9o61538 0.00000 .38662 28.96001 0.00000 0-00000 .79538
-29.75160 -29.97093 -9.61538 0.33300 .38662 20.03721 0.00000 0.00000 .65779
-30.190&b -30.60999 -9.61538 0.00000 .38662 10°00798 0.00000 0.00000 .27680
-30.62952 -30.86906 -9.61538 0°00000 .38662 -°67606 O.O000O 0.00000 .15319
-27.71927 -28.01120 -8.86615 0°00000 °38662 62°90675 0o00000 0.00000 6.06626
-28.30313 -28.59506 -8.86615 0.00000 .38662 36.56697 0.00000 0.00000 1.72615






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-2Z.57589 -2.27923 0°00000 .38462 @2°90475 0.00000 0°00000 °BOOL5
-24.34587 -2.27923 0°00000 °38462 36.54497 0.00000 0.00000 ._?ll8
-26°1o586 -Z. ZTgZ3 0.00000 .38467 28°9_00L 0.00000 0.00000 °37956
-77°985_5 -2.21923 3.003)0 .38_62 20.0377L 0.00000 0.00000 .33268
-79.80584 -2.27923 0.00000 .38_62 L0o00798 0.00000 0.00000 .Z5925
-3Lo67583 -Z.21923 0.00000 .38462 -°6740_ 0.00000 0.00000 °L3259
-22.03981 -1.6973L 0.00000 .ig13L @Z.90_75 0.00000 0.00000 .71316
,23°96934 -L.bgZ3L 0.0:3300 .i973L 36.5_697 0.00000 0.00000 .57706
-25.89886 -L.6973i 0.00000 .L973L 28.9_00L 0.00000 0.00000 °300_0
-27.82839 -L.6973L 0°00000 .i973L 23.0372L O.O000O 0°00000 .35797
-29°75797 -L'.69731 0°00000 L9731 L0°00798 0°00000 0°00000 o2753_
-31.687_4 "L.69731 0°00000 .L9731 -.67%06 0.00000 0.00000 .09532
-21.Z4375 -L.46000 0.00000 .0@000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 °3960L
-Z_.4354Z -l.46000 0.00000 .0_000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .37683
-27.62708 -L.46000 0.00000 .04000 0.00000 0°00000 O°OOO00 .3690L
-30.81875 -1._6000 0.00000 .0_000 0.00000 0.00000 0°00000 .2L_72
-34.0L0_2 -L.46000 0.00000 .04000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 °03357
-37.20208 -L.46000 0°00000 .04000 0.00000 0.00000 0°00000 .00860
-2L.2_375 -L.3LOO0 0.00000 .LIB00 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .38667
-24.435_2 -i.3iO00 0.00000 .LIB00 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ._0078
-27.62708 -l.31000 0°00000 .IiO00 0.00000 0.00000 0°00000 °35ZLL
-30._L875 -L.3LO00 0.00000 .ilO00 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .ZiZ_O
-34. ulo42 -L.3L000 0.00000 .LLO00 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .05L36
-31.20208 -L.3LO00 0.00000 .llO00 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .0L_43
-2L.2%315 -I.05000 0.00000 .LSO00 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ._Ol81
-Z_.4354Z "L.05000 0°00000 .L5000 0°00000 0°00000 0°00000 °_0029
-27.62708 "1.05000 0°00000 .lSO00 0.00000 0.00000 0°00000 °339L_
-30.8L875 -L.05OOO 0.00000 .lSO00 0.00000 O.O000O 0.00000 .ZL200
-34.010_2 -i.05000 0.00000 .L5000 0.00000 0.00000 0°00000 .06333
-37°20208 -i.O500O 0°00000 °lSO00 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .0L950
-2L.Z_375 -.72500 0.00000 .L7500 0°00000 0.00000 0o00000 °_2072
-24._35_2 -.72500 0°00000 .17500 0.00000 0.00000 0°00000 .392_7
-27.62708 -.72500 0.00000 °LTfiO0 0°00000 0°00000 0°00000 .33066
-30.81875 -.72500 0.00000 .L7500 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .ZtlZ9
-34.0L0_2 -.72500 0.00000 .L7500 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .07LZ6
-37.20208 -.72500 0.00000 .L7500 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .02_Z2
-2L.24375 -.Z?50O 0.03_00 .Z7500 0°00000 0.00000 0o00000 *_3575
-2_._3542 -.27500 0.00000 -27500 0.00000 0°00000 0°00000 °3850L
-27.62708 -.27500 0.00000 .27500 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .32522
-30.81875 -.27500 0.00000 .27500 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .2L0_9
-34.01042 -.Z7500 0.00000 .27500 0.00000 0.00000 0°00000 °07638












TRUE AR MACN NUMBER
l°%BOLO .30000
CdMPLETE CONFIGURATION






INDUCED DRAG (FAR FIELD SOLUTION|
CDI AT CLIWBI CDI/ICL(WBI=_21




PER RADIAN PER DEGREE
3.19992 .05585
ADDITIONAL LOADING
WITH CL BASED ON SITRUE!
STATION 2YIB SL COEF CL RATIO
2 -.54165 ._z_Ir Z.1499_
3 -.46dlb .5_395 1.g_B71
4 -.395_b .SBZ40 1.d076[
5 -.3229b .b3523 [.b514b
6 -.Z_O07 .07490 1.50949
7 -./8[Bt .70[BO i. OBBlO
8 -.1_bdO .74890 .71015
9 -.L3100 .75574 .6740b
10 -.I05JO .70401 .b39Z4
[i -.07250 .771Z4 .60767
_Z -.02(50 .77651 .57494
CLITWISTJ ALPHA AT CL=O Y CP CMICL

















LOAD DUE ADD. LOAD AT BASIC LOAD
C RATIO TO TWIST CL = O. OOOO0 AT CL=U
.13483 0.00000 O.OOOO0 O.OOOOO
°[9729 O.00OUU O.OOUOO O.OOOOO
• 25974 0.00000 O.O00OO U.O00OO
,32220 O.OOOO0 O.0OOOO O.OOOO0
.Od465 O. O00OO 0.39000 O.O0000
._710 O.O000O O.OOOO0 O.O000O
.5055d 0.00300 0.00000 O.O00OO
L.05457 0.00000 O.OOO00 0.00000
1.12[18 O.OOOO0 0.00000 O.OO000
1. L9518 O.OOO00 OI-O0000 0-00000
1.2_919 O°OODO0 0.00000 0.00000
1'35059 0.00000 O°OOOO0 O.OOOO0
CONTRIBUTION OF THE SECOND PLANFORM TO SPAN LOAD DISTRIBUTION
2.04260 .19496 O.OOOO0 0.30000 0.0)030
2.2536/ .Z_925 0.00000 O.OOOO0 O.O00OO
2.2L450 .31355 0.00303 0.00000 0.00000
2.LILLB .39784 O.O00OO O. OOOOO O.O00OO
2.02130 .43725 0.00000 O.OOOOO O.OOOO0
1.2842b .48666 0°00000 0.00000 0.00000
L.02823 .55095 0.00000 O.OOOO0 O.O0000
.89085 .61525 0.00000 O.OOO00 0.00000
.7983b .br954 O._OOO0 O,OOOO0 O.O0000
.72963 .74384 0.00000 O.O000O O.O00OO
.b743b .B0813 O.O0000 O.O00OO O.O00OO
.03602 .dS&7T O. OOOOO O.O000O 0.00000
._9321 1.4/720 0.00000 O.OOOO0 0.00000






























































Z7 -.L0500 .57294 .40428 L._L12Q 0.00000 0.00000 O. O0000
28 -.07250 .57830 .40806 L._L720 0.30300 O.OOO30 0.00000







INDUCED DRAG, LEADING EDGE THRUST AND SUCTION COEFFICIENT CHARACTERISTICS
































2YIB ANGLE C_II C/2B CT CI2B CS CIZB
-.61_55 56.2L355 -.O03_L .OZZbl .03_6b
-.56165 56.Z1355 -.00_50 .0309_ .0529Z
-.66876 5_°2L355 -.00070 .03272 .05595
-°39586 5_°21355 .00393 .03Z36 .05530
--32296 56.2L355 .0088t .03082 .05271
-°25007 56.21355 .015_0 .02672 .06_69
-.18L81 5_oZl355 .02515 .0[890 ol0663
-°/6600 86.2896[ .02279 °02602 .23656
-.13100 77.59258 °02687 .OZOZ5 .18165
-.10500 73.30076 .03396 .OL3TO .0899Z
-.07Z50 70.70995 .0_300 .005L2 o0/812
-°02750 65.376_6 .05588 -.00735 -.OI80B


















TO THE CHORD OR DRAG FORCE
66.31796 -.OIZt_ °03563 °06979
6_.31196 -.00759 °0_39L .06L37
66°3[796 -.00567 °05330 .07031
66.31796 .00017 .05097 °071Z3
6_.3L796 .03605 .0L168 .OZ67L
66.3179_ .06006 -.01999 -.02793
_.3179_ °03678 .00107 .001_9
6_.3L796 °02963 .00_96 .00693
66.3lT9_ .02890 .00501 °00700
_-3L796 .0297_ .00620 .00587
_.3L796 o03063 .00361 °0067b
• 6.3L796 .03376 °00075 .00126
0.00000 .03551 -.00070 -.00070
0.00000 .03_83 .03029 .00029
0.00000 .03365 .00200 .00200
0.00000 .03295 .0031_ .00316







• 15956 CT= .15098 CS= .29455
I ii fill i








1.2@8/9 CENIROID IT -I_.3907_
L.55287 CENTROID AT -L_.70269
.22Z_[ CENTROID AT -19.Z6927
PLANFORM NO. Z
1.91113 CENTROID AT -Z6.2_069
I.0_260 CENTROID AT -Z6.711_7
























































































CHARACTERIST|CS FOR PLANFORM I
CL CMP CMP+_MVLE CMP+CMVSE
0.0000 0.0000 O.O00U 0.0000
.0411 -.0705 -.0735 -.07Ll
.0981 -.1607 -.1528 -.l_29
.1525 -.2101 -.2313 -.2152
°2099 -.2786 -.3268 -.2876
.2698 -.3457 -.4207 -.3597
.33L6 --4LIL -.b186 -.4313
.3964 -.6745 -.6201 -.5018
.6579 -°5356 -.7246 -.5711
-5215 -.5940 -.8317 -.6386
.5864 -.6496 --9607 --7043
.6460 -.?021 -[.0512 -.7676
.7058 -.751L -1.1627 -._283
.7630 -.7964 -l.2746 -.8862
.8172 -.8379 -1.3863 -.9608
.8677 -.8753 -L.4973 --9920
.9139 -.9086 -L.6071 -1.0395
.9555 -.93TL -[.715[ -L.0831
.9920 -.9612 -L.8209 -L.1226
L.0230 -.9806 -1.9238 -1.L577
1.0480 -.9953 -2-0234 -L.1883
1.0669 -1-0051 -2-1192 -L.2162
L.0795 -1.0100 -2.2L07 -1-2354
1.0855 -1.0100 -2.2976 -1.2517
1.0869 -1.0051 -2.3793 -1.2:631



































0.0000 O.OUO0 0.0000 O. OOOO 0.0000
2.0000 .Ood5 .060b .0679 .06T2,
4.0000 .1_03 .1327 .L37T .L3_9
6,0.000 .2151 ,L97b .2089 ,ZOZb
B. O000 .Zg25 ,2b08 ,Zd08 .269b
10.0000 .37ZL .3219 .3528 °3355
12.0000 .453b ._380Z ._Z_3 .3996
L%.O'O00 .5365 ._353 ._9_5 ._b1_
16.0000 .b205 ._868 .5629 .5203
18.0000 ./051 .53¢2 .6289 .5759
20,0000 .7899 ,5772 o6918 ,6277
22.0000 .81¢6 .6155 .751L ._752
2¢.0000 .95_ .b_87 .8063 .718Z
Z6,O000 L,0417 ,b768 ,8569 ,1562
ZS*O000 1.1233 .'6995 .902_ .7889
30.0000 1.2031 ._167 .9_2_ .8162
32.0000 L.2807 .7Z_4 °9766 .8378
34.0000 1.3257 .7345 1.00_8 .8536
36.0000 1._218 ;7352 L.OZb6 ,8637
38.0000 L.4965 .7306 L.0420 .8679
_0.0000 L.5bL7 .7209 1.0509 .8663
_2.0000 1.6Z29 .7062 /.053/ .8591
4¢.0000 L.0798 .6870 L.0¢89 .8¢65
_6.0000 1.73ZZ .663¢ 1.0382 .8285
48.0030 L.Tt99 .6359 L.OZ12 .8057
50.0000 I._ZZ5 .60_9 .9982 .7782
CHARACTERISTICS FOR PLANFORM 2
CL CMP CMPeCMV LE CMP+CMVSE
CM
0,0000 0,0000 O,OOOO 0,0000 0.0300
,068_ -,1906 -,L9_3 -ol92_ -.L962
.1_00 -.3803 -.3951 -.3876 -.40Z_
.2L39 -.5682 -.bOL_ -.5845 -.6177
.2896 -.7_33 -.8122 -.7822 -.8¢1L
.3665 -.93_7 -L. OZ6¢ -.9797 -L.071_
.4¢37 -L.LII5 -1.2¢30 -1.1761 -1.3076
.5206 -1.2830 -1._610 -1.370_ -i.5¢8¢
°5965 -L.¢¢81 -L.6793 -1o5616 -1.7928
.6706 -L.6063 -L.8968 -[.7_89 -Z.03,9¢
.7423 -1.7566 -Z. llZ_ -1.93L3 -Z.2872
.8109 -L.8983 -Z.3252 -2.1080 -2.53¢9
.8757 -2.0308 -2.53¢l -Z.2780 -Z.7812
.9362 -2.153¢ -2°7380 -2.¢¢05 -3.0251
.99L8 -2.2656 -Z.9360 -2.59¢8 -3.2653
L.0_19 -2.3666 -3o1271 -2o7¢01 --3.5006
L.0861 -2.¢562 -3.310_ -Z.8757 -3.7Z99
L.1239 -2.5]38 -3._850 -3.0009 -3.95Z[
1.155L -2.5990 -3.6500 -3. L152 -_.lbbl
1.1793 --2.6516 -3.80¢6 -3.2L78 -¢°3709
L.1963 -2.6912 -3o9¢81 -3.3085 -¢.565¢
L.Z060 -2.1118 -_o0798 -3.3867 -_.7¢87
L.2084 -Z. T31L -4o_990 -3.¢520 -¢.9199
1.2033 -2.731[ --¢.3052 -3.50¢1 -5.078Z
1.1910 -Z. 7178 -_.3978 -3.5¢28 -5.2228



































0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.0000 .LL56 -ILL5 .II_7 .ll2_ .It55
_.0000 ,2386 .2221 .23_7 .225_ .2380
6°0000 .3685 °3308 °3590 °3382 .366_
8.0000 .50_5 ._367 .4865 ._98 ._996
10.0000 .6_60 .53_9 .6160 °5592 .6362
12.0000 °792_ .6365 .7_63 .665_ °rlSl
L6.0000 .9629 .7288 .8162 .?675 o9L49
L6.O000 [.0969 .8150 [.0066 .864d L.056¢
L8°O000 L.253¢ .89_4 1.130l .9563 L°Lg20
20°0000 I._L[8 .9666 l.ZSlT l.O¢l¢ L.3267
22.0000 1.5713 1.0305 1.3682 l. l192 L._569
26.0000 [.73L2 1.0862 [.6785 1.[893 1.5815
26.0000 [.8906 l. L332 1.5815 1.2510 1.6993
28.0000 2.0_B8 L.ITL2 [.6763 1.3039 1.8090
30.0090 2.20_9 1°2000 1.76/9 L.3_76 L.9095
32.0000 2.358_ 1.2195 1.8376 1.3dl9 2.0000
3_.0000 2.5083 1.2298 1.9027 1.6066 2.0795
36.0000 2.65#0 1.2310 1°9565 1._216 2.1_71
38.0000 2.7947 1.2233 1.9986 1._210 2.2022
_0.0000 2.929d 1.2070 2.0285 1._228 2.26Z, 3
_2.0000 3.0586 _.L825 2.046L 1._09_ 2.2730
_.OOO0 3.[805 1.1502 2.0511 L'.3869 2.2078
4-6°0000 3,29¢9 l.[L08 2.0_3T 1.3559 2.2888
_8.0000 3.40L2 L.06_7 2.0238 1.3167 2.2758
50.0000 3.4989 [.0128 L.9918 1.2700 2*2690
CHARAC TERI STICS
CMP CHP÷CMVLE CMP+CMVSE CM
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-.261l -.2679 -.2635 -.2703
-._2LO -.5_79 -.5305 -.557_
-.7783 1.838 _ -°7997 -.8602
-L.0318 -1./389 -L.0698 -1.1169
-1.2803 -L.6_71 -L.3395 -L.5062
-[.5226 -1-1616 -L.6074 -L.8_6_
-L.751_ -Z.081l -L.87Z2 -2.1959
-1.9837 -2.6039 -2.1327 -2.55Z9
-2.2003 -2.128_ -2.3876 -2.9[51
-2._062 -3.0531 -2.6356 -3.2825
-2.600_ -3.3765 -2.8756 -3.65L6
-2.78[9 -3.6968 -3.1063 -4.0212
-2.9698 -6°0126 -3.3267 -_.3896
-3.103_ -4.3223 -3.5356 -_.75_5
-3°2_19 -_.62_5 -3.132l -5.1161
-3.36_6 -_.9175 -3.9152 -5._682
-3._708 -5.200i -_.08_0 -5.8133
-3.5602 -5.6709 -_.2377 -6. L_8_
-3-6322 -5.728_ -_.3755 -6.47L1
-3.6865 -5.9115 -4.4968 -6.7818
-3._229 -6.1990 -4.6009 -7.0270
-3.7¢1L -6._098 -_.687_ -7.3560
-3.7611 -6.b028 -_.1559 -7.6175
-3.7229 -6.771[ -@.8059 -7.860l































THIS CASE IS FINISHEO
APPENDIX C
FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTING
This program was written in FORTRAN IV language, version 2.3, for the Control
Data series 6000 computer systems with SCOPE 3.0 operating system and library tape.
Minor modifications may be required prior to use with other computers. The program
requires 530008 words of storage on the Control Data 6600 computer system and consists
of a main program, five overlays, and five subroutines. Each program or subroutine is
identified in columns 73 to 75 by a 3-character identification. In addition, each of these
parts is sequenced with a 4-digit number in columns 76 to 79. The following table is an

































































COMMON /ALL/ BOTtMtBETA,PTEST,_TEST,TBLSCW(50),Q{2OO},PN(2OO),PV(2HAI 30
IO0),ALP(2OO},S(ZOO),mSI(2OO),PHI(50},ZH(50} MAT _0
COMMON /TOTHRE/ CIR(200,2) HAl 50
COMMON ITHREFOR/ CCAV(2,50),CLT,CLNT,NSSW,ALPD HAl 60
COMMON /ONETHRE/ TWIST(2),CREF,SREF_CAVE,C|.DEStSTRUEtAR,ARTRUE,RTCHAI 70
IDHT(2).CONFIG,NSSWSV(2),MSV(2),KBOT,PLANtlPLAN,MACH,SSWWA(50),XL(_WAI 80
2),XT(2),CLWB,CMCLtCLA(2}.BLAIR(50},CLAMAR(2} MAT 90
COMMON /MAINONE/ ICODEOF,TOTAL,AAN(2},XS(2),YS(2),KFCTS(2),XREG(25HAI I00
It2)tYREG(25,2)_AREG(25t2)_DIH(25,2},MCD(25,2),XX(25,2),YY(25,2)tASHAI I10
2(25,2),TTWD(25,2),MMCD(25,2),AN(2)tZZ(25t2),ITIPCOD HAl 120
COUMON /CCRRDD/ TS_AN,TSPANA,K_IT _AI |30
_AI I40
VORTEX LATTICE AERODYNAMIC COMPUTATION _AI 150






CALL. OVERLAY (WINGTL,I,O,RECALL) wAI P20
IF (ICOOEOF.GT.O) GO TO 70 MAT 230
IF (M.GT.200} GO TO 40 MAT 240
NSW=NSSWSV(1).NSSWSV(2) WAI 250
IF (NSW.GT.50) GO TO 30 _AI 260
ITSV=O MAT 270
DO 20 IT=I,IPLAN HAl 280
IF (AN(IT).LF.25.) GO TO 20 HAl 290
WRITE (6,I00) ITtAN(IT) HAl 300
ITSV=I 4AT _IO
CONTINUE MAT 320
IF (ITSV.GT.O) GO TO 60 MAT 330
GO TO 50 HAl 340
WRITE (6,90) N_W 4AI 350
GO TO 60 MAT 360
WRITE (6,BO) M HAl 370
GO TO 60 MAT 380
CALL OVERLAY (WINGTL,2,0,RECALL) HAl 3g0
CALL OVERLAY (WINGTL,3,0,RECALL) HAl 400
IF (PTEST.EQ.I..OR.OTEST,EQ.Io) GO TO riO HAl 410
CALL OVERLAY (WINGTL,4tO,RECALL) HAl 420
IF (ITIPCOO.EQ.I) CALL OVERLAY (WINGTLtS,O,RECALL) _AI 430
TOTAL=TOTAL-l, HAT _0





FORMAT (IHI//IOX,16,g3HHORSESHOE VORTICES LAIDOUT, THIS IS MORE THHAI 500
IAN THE 200 MAXIMUM, THIS CONFIGURATION IS ABORTED.) MAT 510
FORMAT (IHI//|OX,16tIOIH ROWS OF HORSESHOE VORTICES LAIDOUT. THIS HAl 520
IIS MORE THAN THE 50 MAXIMUM. THIS CONFIGURATION IS ABORTED.} HAl 530
FORMAT (IHI//IOX,BHPLANFORM,16,4H HAStI6,T4H BREAKPOINTS. THE HAXIwAI 540


















































THE TOLERANCE SET AT THIS POINT IN THE PROGRAM MAY NEED TO DE
CHANGED FOR COMPUTERS OTHER THAN THE CDC 6000 SERIES











































































PROGRAM GEOMTRY GEO 20
DIMENSION XREF(25), yREF(2S}, SA_(25), A(2S), RSAR(2S), X(25), Y(2GEO 30
15), BOTSV(2), SA(2), VBORD(SI), SPY(S0,2), KFX(2), IYL(50,2), IYT(GEO 40
250,2) GEO 50
COMMON /ALL/ BOT,MtBETA,PTEST,_TEST,TBLSCW(SO),Q(2OO),PN(2OO),PV(dGEO 60
IO0)tALP(2OO),S(2OO),PSI(2OO),PHI(5OJ,ZH(50) GEO 70
COMMON /ONETHRE/ TWIST(2},CREF,SQEF,CAVE,CLDES,STRUE,AR,ARTRUE,RTCGEO @0
IDHT(2),CONFIG,NSSWSV(2J,MSV(2J,KaOT,PLAN,I_LAN,MACH,SSaWA(50),XL(2GEO 90
2),XT(2},CLwB,CMCL,CLA(2),BLAIR(50),CLA_AR(2) GEO TO0





PART ONE - GEOMETRY COMPUTATION






IF (TOTAL.GT.O.) GO TO 70
SET PLAN EQUAL TO I. FOR A WING ALONE COMPIJTAION - EVEN FOR A
VARIABLE SWEEP WING
SET PLAN EQUAL TO 2. FOR A WING - TAIL COMBINATION
SET TOTAL EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF SETS
OF GROUP TWO DATA PROVIDED
READ (5,_80) PLAN,TOTAL,CREF,S_EF
IF (ENDFILE S) 830,I0
IPLAN=PLAN
SET AAN(IT) EQUAL TO THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CURVES REQUIRED TO
DEFINE THE PLANFORq PERIMETER OF THE (IT) PLANFORQ.
SET RTCOHT(IT) EQUAL TO THE ROOT CHORD HEIGHT OF THE LIFTING
SURFACE (IT),WHOSE PERIMETER POINTS ARE BEING READ IN9 WITH








IF (IPLAN.EQ.2.AND,IT.EQ,I) PRTCON=IOH FIRST


























































































IF (I.EQ.I) GO TO 50
IF (MAK.NE.O.OR.MCD(I-I,IT).NE.2) GO TO 20
MAK=I-I








WRITE PLANFORM PERIMETER POINTS AND ANGLES






PART I - SECTION 2





























SET SA(I},SA(2) EQJAL TO THE SWEEP ANGLE,IN DEGREES, FOR THE FIRSTGEO 890
CURVE{S) THAT CAN CHANGE SWEEP FOR EACH PLANFORM GEO gO0
, GEO gIO
IF A PARTICULAR VALUE OF CL IS DESIRED AT wHICH THE LOADINGS ARE GEO 920
TO BE COMPUTED, SET CLDES EQUAL TO THIS VALUE GEO 93U
SET CLDES EQUAL TO II. FOR A DRAG POLAR AT CL VALUES OF-.I TO I.OGEO 940
GEO gSO
IF PTEST IS SET EQJAL TO ONE THE PROGRAM WILL COMPUTE CLP GEO g60
IF QTEST IS SET EQOAL TO ONE THE PROGRAM WILL COMPUTE CMQ AND CLt_GEO 9?0
DO NOT SET UOTH PTEST AND QTEST TO ONE FOR A SINGLE CO_FIGURATION GEO 980
GEO 9_0
SET TWISI(1) O_ TWIST(2) EQUAL TO O. FOR A FLAT PLANFORM AND TO I.GEOIO00
FOR A PLANFORM THAT HAS TWIST AND/OR CAMBE_ GEOIOIO
GEOI020
SET ATPCOD TO ONE IF THE CONTRIBUTIONS TO LIFT,DRAG AND MOMENT GEOI030
FROM SEPERATED FLOW AROUND THE LEADING AND/OR SIDE EDGES IS GEOI040











IF (YREG(IBBG,II).EQ.YREGiIBBG'I,IT)) GO TO 80
GO TO go
IF (YREG(IBBG*2,1I).LT.YREG(IBBG+I'IT)) GO TO 90






















WRITE (6,890) CONFIG GEOI2IO
IF (ENDFILE 5) 830,120 GEOI280
120 IF (PTEST.NE.O..AND.OTEST.NE.O.) GO TO 850 GEOI290
IF (SCW.£Q.O.) GO TO I_0 GEOI300
DO 130 I=I,50 GEOl310
130 TBLSCW(1)=SCW GE01320
GO TO 150 GEOI330





















180 WRITE {b,920) K,SA(IT),IT
SB=SA(IT)/RAD
IF (ABS(_B-RSAQ(K}).GT.(.I/RAD}) GO TO 210























CHANGES IN WING SWEEP ARE MADE HERE
TO 840









































































C SWEEP THE 8REAKPOINTS ON THE VARIABLE SWEEP PANEL
C (IT ALSO KEEPS SWEEP ANGLES IN FIRST OR FOURTH _UADRANTS)
_50 K=K'I
SAR(K-I)=SAI*RSAR(K-I)
ZbO IF (SAR(K-I).LE.PIT) GO TO 270
SAR(K-I)=SAR(K-I)-3.I415927
GO TO EOU
_70 IF (SAR(K-I).GE*('PIT)) GO TO 280
SAR(K-I)=SAR(K-I)*3.I"15927
GO TO 270
2SO IF ((SARIK-I)).LT-°O) GO TO 290
IF (SAR(K-1)-PIT) 3a0.300.300











C DETERMINL THE TRAIUING EDGE INTERSECTION
C BETWEEN FIXED A_D VARIABLE SWEEP WING SECTIONS








































































































IF (YY(JP,IT).EQ,YY(ItITT)) GO TO 460
CONTINUE
DO 430 JP=I.NIT





































































































































SELECT MAXIMUM BI2 AS TME WING SEMISPAN. IF _OTH FIRbT AND
SECOND PLANFOR_S HAVE SAME SEMISPAN THEN THE SECOND PLANFORM IS








IF (I.EQ.O) GO TO 550
















IF (IA.EQ.O) GO TO 590













































































DO 630 J=I,N GE03630
AA=ABS(SPY(J,IT)-S_Y(J÷I,IT)} GE03640
IF (AA.EQ.O..OP.AA.GT,ABS(TSPAN/2000.)) GO TO b30 GE03650
IF (AA.GI.YTOL) WRITE (6,1010) S_Y(J*I,IT),SPY(J,IT) GE03660
DO 620 I=I,NI GE03670






C COMPUTE I COORDINATES GEO37WO
C GE03750
DO 670 IT=I,IPLAN GE03760
JM:NI=AN(IT),I. GE03770













C WRITE PLANFO_M PERIMETER POINTS ACTUALLY USED IN THE COMPUTATIONS GE03910
C GE039_O
WRITE (6,900) GE03930
DO 690 IT=I,IPLAN GE039_O
N=AN(IT) GE03950
NI=N+I GEOJgbO
IF (IT.EO.2) WRITE (6,1000) GE03970
DO 680 KK=|,N GE039_O
TOUT=ATAN(T/WD(KK'IT))ORAD GE03990
AOUT=ATA_(AS(KK,IT))_RAD GEO_O00




WRITE (6,910) NI,XX(NI,IT),YY(_I,IT),ZZ(NI,IT) GEO_050
590 CONTINUE GEOW060
C GE04070















IF (YIN.bE.(SPY(J_IT)*VSTOL)) 60 TO 710
C BO_DER I_ _ITHIN V3RTEX SPACING TOLERANCE (VSTOL} OF BREAKPOINT
C THEREFORE USE THE WEXT BREAKPOINT INBOARD FOR THE BORDER
VBORD(1):YIN
GO TO 7_0
C USE NOMINAL vORTEX SPACING TO DETERMINE THE BORDER
/I0 VBORD(1):SPY(J_IT)
C COMPUTE _UBSCRIPTS ILE A_D ITE T3 INDICATE wHICH
C BREAKPOINT5 ARE ADJACENT AND WHETHER THEY ARE ON THE WING LEAUING
C EDGE OR THE TRAILING EDGE
720 1F (J.GE.NI) GO TO 730



































































































TEST TO OETERMINE _HEN WING ROOT IS REACHED




















































































































2HX(S) =,FI2.5,5X,6HY(S) =,FI2°S//46X,40HBREAK POINTS FOR THE kEFERGEO5300
3ENCE PLATFORM /) GE05310
S80 FORMAT (8FI0.4) GE053_O
890 FORMAT (IHI//WTX,17HCONFIGURATION NO.,F8.0/) GE05330
_00 FORMAT (_2X,5HPOINT,6X,IHX,IIX,IHY,IIX,IHZ,IOX,5HSWEEP,?X,BHDIHEDRGE05340
lAL,4X,4HMOVE/68X,5HANGLE,BX,5HANGLE,6X,4HCODE/) GE05350
910 FORMAT (_OA,15,3FI_.5,2FI4.5,16) GE05360
920 FORMAT (/40X,SHCURVE,13,gH IS SWEPT,FI_.5,20H DEGREES ON PLANFORM,GE05370
I13) GE05380
















FORMAT (IHI///IBX,#SHTHE FIRST VARIABLE SWEEP CURVE SPECIFIED (K =GEOS_IO
1,13t44H ) DOES NOT HAVE AN M CODE OF 2 FOR PLANFORMtI_) GE05420
FORMAT (BFS.I,FIO.#tFSoI,FIO._,FSol) GE05430
FORMAT (_X,15,2FI2.S_2FI6.S,#XtI4) GEOS440
FORMAT (IHI//3OX,3BHERROR -' PROGRAM CANNOT PROCESS PTEST =,FS.ItI2GE05_SO
IH AND QTEST =tFS°l) GE05#60
FORMAT (//_8X,35MBREAK POINTS FOR THIS CONFIGURATION//) GE05470
FORMAT (_X,SHPOINTt6XtlHX,IIXtlHY,IIX,SHSWEEP,IOX,BHDIHEDRAL,7X,_GEOSWBO
IHMOVE/38Xt3HREF,gXt3HREF,IOX,SHA_GLE,IIX,5HANGLE,gX,4HCOOE/) GEO5_90
FORMAT (/52X,28HSECO_D PLANFORW BREAK POINTS/) GE05500
FORMAT (////25Xt34_THE BREAKPOINT LOCATED SPANWISE AT,FII.S,3X,20HGE055iO
IHAS BEEN ADJUSTED TO,F9.5////) GE05520
FORMAT (/_3X,FS.0,#IH HORSESHOE VORTICES IN EACH CHORDWlSE ROW) GE05530
FORMAT (/23x,gBHTABLE OF HORSESHOE VORTICES IN EACH CHOROWISE ROW GE05540
I(FROM TIP TO ROOT BEGINNING WITH FIRST PLANFORM)//25FS.O/_SFS.0) GE05550
FORMAT (///33XIS,62H HORSESHOE VORTICES USED ON THE LEFT HALF OF [GE05500













PROGRAM MATXSOL uAT 20
DIMENSION YY(2), FV(2), FW(2). FVN(200) MAT 30
COWMON /ALL/ 80T,M,BETA,PTEST,OTEST,TBLSCW(50),Q(2OO),PN(2OO),PV(2MAT _0
IO0)tALP(2OO),S(2OO),PSI(2OO),PHI(50),ZH(50) MAT 50
COMMON /TOTHPE/ CI_(200,2) MAT 60
COMMON /INSUB23/ A_SI,APHI,XX,yYY,ZZ,SNN,TOLC MAT 70
MAT 80
_AT 90
PART 2 - COMPUTE CIRCULATION TERMS
THE TOLERANCE SET AT THIS POINT IN THE PROGRAM MAY NEED TO BE



















































































































































































































































DIMENSION YCP(2), CLCC(200,2), CH(2,50), SliM(2), AC(2), CLCL(2,50)AER
I, CP(200}, P(200), S_OAD(2,50), &LDT(50), _MLO(2,50) AEP
COMMON /ALL/ ROT'M'B_TA,PTEST,OTEST,TBLSCW(50),O(2OO),PN(2OO),DV(2AER
IO0),ALP(2OO),S(2OO),PSI(2OO),PHI(50),ZH(50) aER
COMMON /TOTHPE/ CI@(200,2) AER












PART 3 - SECTION |












































































































































IF (JSSW.GE.NSSW) GO TO 80
JA=NSSWSV(1)*]
JB=NSSW






IF (IXX.EQ.I} GO TO 100






















PART 3 - SECTIO_ 2









































































WRITE (6,240) CONFI6 AERI330
IF (PTESI.NE.O.) WRITE (6,350) AER13_O
IF (OTEST.NE.Oo) WRITE (6,330) AERI350
IF (PTEST°EQ,O.,AND.QTEST.EQ.O.} WRITE (6,340) AER1360
WRITE (6,300) CLD AERX3/O
HEAD=SHDESIRED AER1380
IF (CLDES.EQ.II.) HEAD=BH AER1390
IEND=ll AERI400
IF (CLDES.NE.II.) IEND=I AERI410
DO 190 IUTK=I,IEND AERI4_O
IF (IEND.EQ.II) CLDES=(FLOAT(IdTK)-I.}/IO. AERI630
IF (CLDES.EO.O.) CLDES=-.I AERI4_O
NR=O AERIe50






IF (NV.EQ.(NSSwSV(I)+I),AND.IE_D.EQ.I) WRITE (6,_30) AERI520
DO 160 I=NP,NR AER1530




WRITE (6,370) PNPR'PVPR,O(1),ZH(_V),S(I),PSIPN,PH.IPP,ALP(1),Cp(1) AERI580
SLOAD(3,NV)=SLOAD(3,NV}+CLCC(I,2)*CLDES/CLNT+CLCC(I,I)-CLCC(I,2)*CAER]S90
ILT/CLNT AERI600
IF (IUTK.GT.|) GO TO 170 AERI610
WRITE (6,270) AERI620




IF (PTEST.NE.O.) WRITE (6,380) CLP AER1670






IF (QTEST.NE.O.) WRITE (6,390) CWO,CLQ AERIT_O
IF (OTESi.NE.O.) GO TO 220 AERIT50
AERI7BO




















IF (IUTK.EQ.I) WRITE (6t250) HEAD,CDIT
WRITE (6,260) CLDES,ALPD,CLWB,CDI,CDIWB













































IF (NV.EO.(NSSWSV(])*I)) WRITE (6,310) AER2120







230 FORMAT (/12X,45HSECOND PLANFORM HORSESHOE VORTEX DESCRIPTIONS/) AER2200
240 FORMAT (IHI///58X,IEHAERODYNAMIC DATA///SGX,17HCONFIGURATION NO.,FAER2210
17.0//) AER2220
250 FORMAT (IHI,IBX,22HCOMPLETE CONFIGURATION,3IX,2SHWING-BOOY CHARACIAER2230
IERISTICS/64X,_HLIFT,9Xt33HINDUCED DRAG (FAR FIELD SOLUIION)//16XABAER2240
260
270
2,21H CL COMPUTED ALPHA,19X,EHCL(WB),TX,13HCDI
3DI/(CL(Wd)**2)/BBX,12H(I/(PI*AR) =FB.5,2H ))
FORMAT (IIX,2FIS.5,1SX,3FI5.5)









280 FORMAT (BFIS.5) AER2310
290 FORMAT (///47X,38HCOMPLETE CONFIGURATION CHARACTERISTICS//36X,BHCLAER2320
I ALPMA,8X,53HCL(TWIST) ALPHA AT CL=O Y CP CM/CL CMOAER2330
2/27X,23HPER RADIAN PER DEGREE/2_X,TFI2.5) AER23_O
300 FORMAT (//25X,18HADDITIONAL LOADING/24X,24HWITH CL BASED ON S(TRUEAER2350
I)TIX,IIH-AT CL DES-/67X,3_HLOAD DUE ADD. LOAD AT BASIC LOAD3X,27AER2360
2HSPAN LOAD AT X LOCATON OF/BH STATION6X,5H 2Y/BgX99H SL COEF ,W_AER2370
],8HCL RAIIO4X,THC RATIOwTX,IWHTO TWIST CL=,Fg.5,3X,THAT CL=OSX,_AER23BO
_6HDESIREO CL LOCAL CENT PR/) AER2390




320 FORMAT (4k,I&,FI2.5,5×,3FI2.5,3X,3FI2.5,3×,2FI2.5) AER2_20
330 FORMAT (/5WX,2WHCM9 AND CLQ ARE COMPUTED//) AER2_30
3wO FORMAT (/38X,57HSTATIC LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS ARE CAER2440
IOMRUTED//) AER2_50
350 FORMAT (/59X,15HCL _ 15 COMPUTED//) AER2_60
3_0 FORMAT (/20X,IHX,IIX,IHX,IIX,IHY,IIX,IHZ,12X,IHS,SX,gHC/_ SWEEP,_XAER2_70
1,8HDIHEORAL,_X,IIHLOCAL ALPHA,2X,IgHDELTA CP AT DESIRED/19X,3_C/_,AER2480
29X,_H3C/_,42X,5HANGLE,TX,SHA_GLE,4X,IOHIN RADIANS,WX,4HCL =,FIO.5/AER2_90
3) AER2500
370 FORMAT (12X,WF|2.5) AER2510
380 FORMAT (//////////56X,_HCLP:,F9.5////) AER2520































SUBROUTINE FTLUP (X,Y,M)N,VARI,VARD} TLU I0
*owDOCUMENT DATE 09-12-6g SUBROUTINE REVISED 07-07-69 oo°°_OOOTLU 20
_ODIFICATION OF LIBRARY INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE FTLUP TLU 30
DIMENSION VARI(1), VARD(1), V(3}, YY(2) TLU 40
DIMENSION II(43) TLU 50
TLU 60
INITIALIZE ALL INTERVAL POINTERS TO -l.O FOR MONOTONICITY CHEC_TLU ?0
DATA (II(J),J=l)43)/43*-I/ TLU 80
MA=IABS(M) TLU gO
AbSION INTERVAL POINTER FOR GIVEN VARI TABLE
tHE SAME POINTER WILL BE USED ON A GIVEN VARI TABLE EVERY TIME
LI=MOD{LOCF(VARI(1)},43).l
I:II(LI)
IF (I,GE,O) GO TO bO



















IF (N.LE.I} GO TO 70




LOCATE I INTERVAL (X(1).LE.X.LT.XII*I))
IF ((VARI(1)-X)°(VARI(I.I)-X}) llO,llOtgO
IN GIVES DIRECTION FOR SEARCH OF INTERVALS
IN=SIGN(L.O,(VARI(I.I)-VARI(1))*(X-VARI(I}))
IF X OUTSIDE ENDPOINTS, EX?RAPOLATE FROM END INTERVAL
IF ((I*I_).LE.O) 53 TO llO
IF ((I.IN}.GE.N) G3 TO I10
I=I*IN
IF ((VARI(1)-X)*(VARI(I*I}-X)) llO,llO,lO0
















































GO TO 160 TLU 560
TLU 570
SECOND OROER TLU 580
IF (N.EQ.2} GO TO lO TLU 590
IF (I.EQ.(N-I)) GO TO 140 TLU 600
49
APPENDIX C
IF (I,EQ.I) GO TO 130
C PICK THIRD POINT
SK=VARI(I+I)-VARI(1)














I?0 FORMAT (IHI,50H TABLE BELOW OUT OF ORDER FOR FTLUP AT
























































SUBROUTINE CDICLS (AR,ARTRUE,ISE_SP,MTDT,NSV,COI,CDIT) COl







































IF (NNUD.NE.O} GO TO 60
B(N}=(W2.)/(W.O*COS(((ANU'21.)_PI)/_2o))
GO TO B0







IF (NUST.EQ.O) GO TO go
IF {MOD(NUST,2).EQ.O) GO TO gO
NPST=IABS(NP-20)
IF (MOD(NPST,2}.EQ.O) GO TO go
NPNUD=IAdS(NP-NU)
IF (NPNUD°EQ.O) GO TO gO






























































































































DIMENSION GAM(]O00). XC4(IO00). YQ(IO00). CCR(20). FW(2). FV(2). XDRA
IXCC(20). CCC{200). CRR(200). YB(50). CRI(51). NMA(2). XCC4(200). CDRA
2HD(50). ×C44(50). iY(2}. PPHI(50). ZZH(50). Z(IO00). PHIl(TO00). SDRA













































































































































































IF (KCODE.GE.I) GO TO 90




























































































































































































































































CALL FTLOP (YBS,CORAGIT,*I,IAMM,PHII,GAM) DRAI890
CALL FILOP (Y_B,CTT,.I,IAMM,PHII,XC4) DRAIgO0
CALL FTLUP (YBB,CST,*I,IAMM,PHII,Z) DRA1910
LL=LBLAIR*(I-I)*NSSWSV(1) DRAI920
SWALE=ATAN(SSWWA(LL))*57.29578 DRA1930
IF (II.EQ.(NSSWSV(I)*I)) WRITE (6,240) DRAIgwO
WRITE (6,260) LI,Y3OB,SWALE,CDRAGIT,CTT,CST DRAIgS0
BLAIR(LBLR)=CST DRAIg60
CONTINUE DRAIg?O
IF (NSSWSV(2).EO.O) GO TO 230 DRAIg80
CONTINUE DRA|990
CDCL2=CDRAG/CLDES**2 DRA2000





FORMAT (/37X,62HCONTRIHUTION OF THE SECOND PLANFORM TO THE CHORD ODRA2060
IR DRAG FORCE/) DRA2070
FORMAT (////30X,73HINDUCED DRAG, LEADING EDGE THRUST AND SUCTION CDRA2OdO
IOEFFICIENT CHARACTERISTICS/_OX,53HCOMPJTED AT THE DESIRED CL FROM DRA2090
2A NEAR FIELD SOLUTION//58X,20HSECTION COEFFICIENTS/48X,IIHL. E. SWDRA2100
3EEP/25X,/HSTATION,gX,5H 2Y/B,SX,SHANGLE,TX,gHCDII C/28,SX,7HCT C/2DRA2110
4B,SX,THCS C/2_) DRA2120
FORMAT (_OX,IIO,5X,5FI2.5) DRa2130






























SUBROUTINE FTLUP (X,Y,M,N,VARI,VARD) TLU
_oDOCUMENT DATE 09-12"69 SUBROUTINE REVISED 07-07-b9 _°_e_TLU
MOOIFICATION OF LIBRARY INTER°OLATIDN SUBROUTINE FTLUP TLU
DIMENSION VARI(1), VARD(1)t V(3), YY(2}
DIMENSION II(43)
INITIALIZE ALL INTERVAL POINTERS TO -I.0
DATA (ll(J),J=l,43)/43_-I/
MA=IABS(M)
ASSIGN INTERVAL POINTER FOR GIVEN VARI TABLE
THE SAME POINTER WILL BE USED ON A GIVEN VARI TABLE EVERY TIME
LI:MOO(LOCF(VARI(I}),43)*I
I=II(LI)
IF (I.GE.O} GO TO 60



















IF (N.LE.I) GO TO 70




LOCATE I INTERVAL [X(I).LE.X.LT.X(I*I))
IF ((VARI(1)-X)*(VARI(I*I)-X)) II0,II0,90
IN GIVES DIRECTION FOR SEARCH OF INTERVALS
IN=SIGN(I.O,(VARI(I*I)-VARI(1)}*(X-VARI(1)))
IF X OUTSIDE ENDPOINTS, EXTRAPOLATE FROM END INTERVAL
IF ((I'IN),LE.O) GO TO llO
IF ((I-IN).GE.N) GO TO II0
I=I-IN
IF ((VARI(1)-X}*(VARI(I'I)-X)} llO,llO,lO0





















































FIRST ORDER TLU 530
y:(VARD(1)*(VARI(I*I)-X)-VARD(I'I)*(VARI(I}'X))/(VARI(I*I)'VARI(1)TLU 540
1) TLU 550
GO TO 160 TLU 560
TLU 570
SECOND ORDER TLU 580
IF (N.EQ.2) GO TO 10 TLU 590











IF (l.EO.l} GO TO 130
PICK THIRD POINT
SK=VARI(I+IJ-VARI(1)












FORMAT (IHI,50H TABLE BELOW OUT OF ORDER FOR FTLUP AT










































IF (IPLA_.EQoI.AND.XL(1).EO.XT(1)) GO TO 540






THE TOLERANCE SET AT THIS POINT IN THE PROGRAM MAY NEED TO _E













































































































































































THE RATIO OF w/U IS INITIALIZED TO -I BECAUSE IN THE TERM
-U*ALPHA/U,USED IN THIS SUMMATION, ALPHA IS SET TO I RADIAN


















































































































IF (NSSWI,EO,O) YLEGSV(IUU)=YLEG TIPI270
ZLEG=ZH(IM*I)*S(JK)_SA TIP1280
IF (NSSWI.EQ,O) ZLEGSV(IUU)=ZLEG TIP1290







IF (NSSWI.EQ.NSSWSV(1)) GO TO 110 TIPI370
GO TO 130 TIPI380
DO 120 Ii=2,L TIPI3gO
ILC)) CClRS=CIRSUM(IQ)
IF (CCIRS.NE,O.) GD TO 130
120 CONTINUE

















IF (XLL.GE,XL(ITT),AND.XLT.LE.XT(ITT)) GO TO 170
IF (XLL.LE.XL(ITT),AND,XLT,GE,XT(ITT)) GO TO 190
IF (XLL.GT.XL(ITT).AND.XLT,GE,XL(ITT)) GO TO 200
IF (XLL,LE.XT(ITT)) GO TO 200











IF (XRL.GE.XL(ITT).AND.XRT,LE,XT(ITT)) GO TO 220
IF (XRL,LE.XL(ITT).AND.XRT.GE.XT(ITT)) GO TO 240
IF (XRL.GT.XL(ITT).AND.XRT.GE.XL(ITT}) GO TO 250
IF (XRL.LE.XT(ITT)) GO TO 250













































GO TO 260 TIPISIO
230 CON5=(XL(ITT)-ART)/(XRL-XRT) TIP1820
G0 TO 260 TIPI830
2wO CON5=I, TIP1840




















IF (XLL.GE.XL(ITT).AND.XLT,LE.XT(ITT)} GO TO 280
IF (XLL.LE.XL(ITT),AND.XLT.GE.XT(ITT}) GO TO 300
IF (XLL.GT.kL(ITT},AND.XLT.GE.XL(ITT)) GO TO 310
IF (XLL.LE.XT(ITT;) GO TO 310














IF (NPOS.EO.NSCW.A_D.CONI.EQ.I,) GO TO 360
IF (XRL.GE.XL(ITT).AND.X_T.LE.XT(ITT)) GO TO 330
IF (XRL.LE.XL(ITT).AND.XRT.GE.XT(ITT)) GO TO 350
IF (XRL.GT.XL(ITT).ANO.XRT.GE,XL(ITT)) GO TO 370
IF (XRL.LE,XT(ITT)) GO TO 370
















































































IF (XBLT.GE.XL(ITT)) GO TO 440






























































IF (IM.EQ.NSSWSV(I)) GO TO w70




IF (NSSW_.EQ.NSSW} GO TO 520
ITT=2
GO TO 10














































































SUBROUTINE WRTANS (XKVSEW,CENTR) WRT I0
COMMON /ALL/ BOT,M,BETA,PTEST,QTEST,TBLSCW(50),Q(2OO),PN(2OO),PV(2WRT 20
IO0),ALP(_OO),S(2OO),PSI(2OO),PHI(50),ZH(50} WRT 30
COMMON /ONETHRE/ T_IST(2),CREF,SREFtCAVEtCLDES,STRUE,AR,ARTRUE_RTCWRT 40
tDHT(2)_CONFIG,NSSWSV(2)tMSV(2),KBOT,PLANtIPLAN,MACH,SSWWA(SO),XL(2WRT 50
2),xT(2)tCLWB,CMCL,CLA(2),BLAIR(50),CLAMAR(2) WRT 60
COMMON /IHREFOR/ CCAV(2_SO),CLT,CLNT_NSSW_ALPO WRT 70










S22=ALPHA_* 2 WRT 180
_BT=I WRT lgO
IF (KBOT.EQ.I) KBT=2 WRT 200
IF (IPLAN.EQ.I) GO TO I0 WRT 210
XKP(KBOT)=CLwB/ALPHA WRT 220
AKP(KBT)=(CLDES.CLWB)/ALPH A WRT 230
GO TO 20 WRT 2_0
XKP(1)=CLA(2) WRT 250
READ (5,1BO) YCHLO(1),YCHHI(1),YCHLO(2)gYCHHI(2) WRT 260
NCH=| WRT 270
NCI=NSSWSV(I) wRT 280
O0 40 J=I,NC| wRT 2g0
IF (Q(NCH).GT.YCHL3(|)) GO TO 30 WRT 300








IF (XKV(1).LT.O.O00001) GO TO 50 WRT 3_0
CENT(1)=_UM/SUMY WRY _00
GO TO 60 WRT _I0
CENT(1)=O.O wRT 420
CONTINUE WRT 430




DO 80 J=I,NC2 WRT _80
IF (Q(NCH).GT.YCMLO(2)) GO TO 70 WRT _gO








IF (XKV(_),LT.O.O0000!) GO TO gO WRT 580
CENT(2)=SUM/SUMY WRT 5go
GO TO I00 WRT 600
65
APPENDIX C
90 CENT(2)=Q.O WRT 610
|00 CONTINUE wRT 620
WRITE (6,190} wRT 530
DO II0 IK:I,IPLAN wRT 6WO
CENTPM=CLAMAR(IK}*CREF WRT 650
WRITE {6.200)'IK WRT 660
WRITE (6,210) XKP(IK),CENTPM wRT 670
wRITE (6,220) XKV(IK),CENT(I<} WRT 6_0
II0 WRITE (6,230) XKVSEW(I<},CENTR(I<) WRT 690
120 CONTINUE wRT 700
DO 160 I_:I,IPLAN WRT 710
IF (LCH.EQ.I) GO TO 130 WRT 720
WRITE (6,240) IK WRT 730
130 WRITE (6,250) WRT 7_0
ALPHA=O.U wRT 750















GO TO 150 WRT 910


















GO TO 120 WRTIIO0






l_O FORMAT (_FIO.5) WRTII70
190 FORMAT (IHI,////,3IX,6OHKP , KV AND RESPECTIVE CHORDWISE CENTROIDSWRTII80
I FOR EACH RLANFORM) WRTIIgO
200 FORMAT (///,52X,12HPLANFDRM NO.,12) WRTI200
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APP ENDIX C
_I0 FORMAT (_OX,3HKP=,FIO.S,IOX,IIHCENTROID AT,FIO,S) WRTI210
2_0 FORMAT (37X,6HKV LE=,FIO.S,IOXtlIHCENTROIO AT,FIO,S) WRTI220
230 FORMAT (37X,6HKV SE=,FIO.S,IOXtXIHCENTROID AT,FIO.S) WRTI_30





_bO FORMAT (3X,12FIO.W) WRTI290
270 FORMAT (///,SOX,21HTHIS CASE IS FINISHED) WRTI300
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TABLE I.- Kv, se AND ITS CHORDWISE CENTROID OBTAINED
BY FOUR METHODS FOR THREE PLANFORMS
I = 0; for method 2, Nc =6 and Ns = 25; for meth°d 3, Nc =3



























TABLE H.- EFFECT OF BOUND VORTEX SWEEP ANGLE
ON Kv, se AND AX/C t
=3.5; _ = 1.0; M=0.30; for method 2, Nc =6 and Ns = 303
Method 1 Method 2
A, deg




































TABLE III.-POTENTIAL AND VORTEX LIFT FACTORS OBTAINED
FROM THE PRESENT METHOD AND METHOD 1















Present method (method 2)

































































































F" i, UIBXII ForceForce -.
Enlarged top view of shaded elemental panel
/
L.-
End view of forces
Figure 1.- General layout of axis systems, elemental panels,
and horseshoe vortices for a typical wing.
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1.54985 _0 A 1.36465
-_41276 -1.0 B -0.59796
-1.72117 -I.0 C -1.90637
-2.56025 _0 D -1.06725
Figure 2.- Drawings of cropped planforms.
w m i
Y Point x y
0.0 A 1.44858 0.0
-I.0 B -0.51403 -I.0
-I.0 C -1.8224 -I.0
0.0 D -I.8224 0.0
Leading and side edges are sharp.
All dimensions are in centimeters.
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(a) Diamond; A = 0.74; A = 630;
Figure 4.- Variation of Kv, se and Ax/c t with N s
at M=0.
= 0.32.
for three cropped planforms
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Figure 5.- Theoretical and experimental results for 0.2-aspect-ratio rectangular flat





Figure 6.- Theoretical and experimental results for 0.4-aspect-ratio rectangular flat



















0 0 4 8 12 16= 20 24 28
a, deg
Figure 7.- Theoretical and experimental results for 1.0-aspect-ratio rectangular flat
wing with sharp leading and side edges at M = 0.20 with Nc = 6 and Ns = 25.
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Figure 9.- Theoz-eticaland experimental results for 0.738-aspect-ratio cropped diamond


















0 4 8 12 15 20 24 28
a, deg
Figure 10.- Theoretical and experimental results for 1.069-aspect-ratio cropped arrow















0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28
a, deg
Figure 11.- Theoretical and experimental results for 0.873-aspect-ratio cropped delta
wing at M= 0.20 with ]_c =6 and ]_s = 25.
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0 Experiment (ref. ll)
--CL, tot
__ _ CL,p + CL,vI.e
__ CL.p
.. , ..... t
0
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40
a, deg
Figure 12.- Theoretical and experimental results on 440 swept wing in presence of canard in wing chord plane.
M= 0.30 with N c=6 and Ns = 12 for canard and N s= 17 for wing.
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Figure 13.- Theoretical and experimental results on 440 swept wing in presence of canard above wing chord plane.




















0 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40
a, deg
Figure 14.- Theoretical and experimental results on 44 ° swept wing in presence of canard_ with 18.6 ° anhedral
above wing chord plane. M = 0.30 with Nc = 6 and Ns = 12 for canard and Ns = 17 for wing.
